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PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

KEY FEATURES

 

BUILT TO LAST
When we set out to design the AssaultBike, we knew
that the integration of sealed cartridge bearings in

every pivot and moving part was an absolute necessity.
So we were more than shocked when the count ended
up totaling twenty. That's twenty sealed-bearings in
all…tucked and hidden neatly away under machined

and formed steel.

20 Sealed-Bearings In All
Heavy-Duty Steel Frame

Industrial Powder Coating
Reinforced Pedals and Cranks

 
 

THIS CONSOLE DOES NO CONSOLING
We don’t believe in a “one size fits all” workout, which
is why we created one power-house machine that can
be tailored to fit your specific goals. From endurance

and stamina training to HIIT and Tabata, the
AssaultBike provides a variety of calorie-torching
workouts. Choose from one of our seven on-board
programs or design your own workouts based on

calories, distance, time or heart rate.

Total Body Workout1.
Infinite Intensity + Resistance2.

Easy-To-Use Console with Multiple Onboard Features3.

 



 

LOW MAINTENANCE DESIGN
Whether your training happens in the gym, garage, or

your living room, the AssaultBike's compact and
convenient design makes it easy to use anywhere. With

integrated transport wheels and four adjustable
stabilizing feet, moving and storing the AssaultBike is

effortless. The fan-resistance design and battery-
powered console also means that it's 100% operated

and powered by YOU. No messy cords or outlets
required.

Easy-to-Assemble4.
Zero Carbon Footprint5.

Tested In All Environments6.

 

Designed by a dedicated team of fitness engineers with a consistent stream of feedback from
enthusiasts, club owners, trainers and physical therapists, the Assault is truly the best-in-class fan

bike available today. Built from the ground up, we started with a frame manufactured from full
high-tensile steel that is sealed with a layer of industrial powder coating paint. To ensure durability

and long periods of maintenance free use, all moving parts employ sealed cartridge bearings.

The Assault AirBike console offers a crisp LCD screen that is packed with features for all users. On-
board programming allows you to jump into a workout with minimal fuss, or fully customize your
session on the bike. Choose from high intensity intervals, or set a target distance or Watt goals.

Integrated messaging to help inspire you keeps the workout fresh and motivating.

No two athletes are the same and personalizing a piece of equipment to match an individual’s
ability and strength is nearly impossible. The Assault workout meets this challenge by ramping up

resistance automatically as you push, pull and pedal with greater speed and force. In fact, the
Assault can provide a virtually unlimited workout. Keep it mellow and level to target a heart rate

range, or jump into a Tabata/high-intensity interval session that reduces you to a quivering heap of
sweat. The Assault offers individualized and infinite adjustments for an unlimited workout. Let the

Assault AirBike be the primary tool in your calorie-burning tool kit.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Warranty Main frame: 5 years, Others parts: 2 years

Flywheel Weight N.A.

Level Of Resistance Unlimited resistance

Product Dimension 129.4L x 59.3W x123H

Product Weight 44.5kg

More Information User controlled resistance


